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This document provides an outline of the key features of APR’s Actuarial Bootcamp.

WHAT IS IT?
The APR Actuarial Bootcamp is an opportunity for clients of APR to send their own graduate actuarial
recruits to be trained alongside APR’s September graduate intake in our industry leading training
programme. This programme has been refined over many years to take aspiring actuaries fresh to
their profession and give them the base skills and knowledge to allow them to immediately begin
making an impact as a student actuary and reduce management time needed for hand-holding and
covering basic concepts. It is not a replacement for ActEd tutorials – all Bootcamp sessions are aimed
at helping attendees become effective and productive members of an actuarial team rather than
targeted at passing actuarial exams.

WHO IS IT FOR?
This programme is primarily aimed at junior students who are just beginning their actuarial career,
whether on a graduate scheme on the FIA pathway or at a CAA level. The program may also be
suitable for those who have entered the profession via a career change and wish to quickly cover the
core skills and topics upon which an actuarial career is built.

WHEN IS IT AND HOW LONG DOES IT LAST?
The programme is scheduled to start alongside APR’s graduate scheme intake in the week
commencing 7th January 2019, and both two-week and four-week options are available depending on
the desired level of training.
The programme will run for up to four days a week to allow for those students studying for exams in
April where needed. However, it is designed to be flexible and modular, and should a client only want
to send staff to a small number of sessions, this can be arranged.
For any attendees not studying, the schedule can be tailored to allow attendees to return to their own
offices for orientation, or to include independent training exercises with assistance from APR staff.

OUR APPROACH AND TOPICS COVERED
The APR Bootcamp covers a variety of dimensions which in our experience is key in developing a set
of behaviours and skills that distinguish the best actuarial students.
Examples of relevant knowledge include the regulatory environment, legislative change relevant to
actuaries such as Solvency II, a detailed understanding of the insurance industry and key products,
and common actuarial methods like reserving and profit testing.
Examples of key technical skills include fundamentals of actuarial mathematics, Excel modelling, VBA
coding, data interrogation via Access and SQL, essentials of model office software and wider
capabilities such as the ability to write clear documentation. Focus is also given to relevant
communication skills such as effective delivery of presentations, the importance of soft skills in a
professional workplace, and effectively liaising with senior managers and subject matter experts.
Examples of behaviours we promote via training and feedback include pragmatism, commercial
acumen; a higher-level focus on sense-checking of key results and parameter sensitivity, and focus on
making work easy to review for a manager.
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We believe the real key to embedding such concepts is extensive hands-on work requiring active
thought and input, rather than reading material which tends to be done in a passive way. The table
below illustrates this effectively: working on a small number of carefully selected actuarial exercises
and models, allied with the right feedback, can help to develop useful techniques, behaviours and
knowledge simultaneously.

Application/
Exercise
Developing a
policyholder
illustration model
to a technical
specification

Techniques/Skills
•
•
•

•

Review a complex
existing Excel
model (e.g. asset
share model)

•
•
•
•

Discussion of
simplified SII
balance sheet
model

•

Build of a simple
stochastic model in
VBA

•

Checking a dataset
for policyholder
rectification
exercise

•

•

•
•

•
•

Behaviours

Excel modelling design
principles
Focus on model
transparency and ease of
review
Understanding risks of
hard-coding
Building complex
calculations in Excel
(projected annuity in a
cohort mortality table)
Auditing/reviewing tools
in Excel
Identifying and reporting
of model errors to
developers
Model documentation
Designing a suitable set
of test cases
Develop understanding
of sensitivity of key
model parameters
Develop a deep
understanding of key
models

•

Best practices in coding
including efficiency
Model reproducibility
Writing end user
guidance

•

Data reconciliation
methods
Writing Access queries
Reporting writing for a
senior manager

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Knowledge

Fostering
attention to
detail
Disclosing model
limitations and
assumptions
Awareness of
why self-testing
usually fails

•

Commercial
nous – when is
an error
material?
When to accept
and when to
challenge

•

Domain
knowledge

Communicating
effectively with
senior colleagues
Presenting
technical
arguments

•

Testing at the
extremes
Sense-checking
of models

•

Understanding
of various shocks
on balance sheet
Capital
requirements
and risk
aggregation
Use of stochastic
methods to
value guarantees

Judgement and
materiality
considerations

•

•
•

•

•

Product
knowledge
Regulatory
knowledge (FCA
COBS)
TAS100 aspects

Model point data
grouping
TCF
considerations

We believe these attributes will resonate with many readers as areas in which many actuarial recruits
could benefit from additional skills in which to make a manager’s life easier! Our experience is that
instilling these into a new actuarial student’s initial training will stand them in good stead for their
career.

WHO TO CONTACT
For more information including pricing and a draft schedule, or to discuss options tailored to your
own staff, please contact:
Gary Heslop, PhD FIA
Partner
01235 821 160/07720 841 071
gary.heslop@aprllp.com
www.aprllp.com
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